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the eror’s house sits where fresh water
from Millstream Creek meets the sea

Looking for great new kitchen ideas?

water of esquimalt Lagoon.
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A West Coast contemporary home in View Royal puts the fun in functional

clubs and tree houses. In their secret places, time stopped
rushing, chores were forgotten, and the game was all that
mattered. Josh Eror was probably one of those boys. He
sure looks like a little boy when he opens the door to his
media room, revealing his state-of-the-art, grown-up secret
clubhouse. Only this one allows girls. Josh points to a
movie poster of Devil Girl from Mars, saying it “reminds
me of my wife, Nadine.”
His real-life devil girl settles into one of three huge
leather recliners facing the 61-inch plasma screen that
dominates one wall of this room, which looks like a private
box in a sports arena. The media room is in three levels.
The galley-style kitchen, on the highest of the three levels,
shares space with a raised table and stools; on the middle
level are the recliners and their built-in cup holders, then a
lower level has a couch. Josh turns on the TV, says “but we
have better,” and lowers a 96-inch, drop-down screen for
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we All remember those little boys who loved forts and
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knock loudly
please.

playing movies. Everything is operated from a bank of
equipment — surround sound, CD player, radio, satellite,
and the speaker system — 10 black boxes stacked in an
equipment rack like something in a professional production
studio. “People go over the top,” says Josh. “We aimed for
what we needed.”
Josh knows a good thing when he sees it. That’s why he
married his high-school sweetheart, grabbed an opportunity

above: nadine and
Josh battle it out
at the pool table.
below: The three-level
media room looks like a
private box in a sports
arena.

nine years ago to provide technical
support for an American software
company and at 35, was able to build
this dream home in View Royal. The
couple moved here in June 2009, just
over a year after the foundation was
laid. The 3,600-square-foot house is
on a sloping lot with a view of the

Since we built our home theatre,
we spend a lot of time in here.
In fact, we’ve let other things
slide. Like the doorbell we need
to install. Thanks to Larry and
his team for managing our home
theatre wish list and budget.
Nadine may say we enjoy
it a little too much.
I’m on it, honey.

Homeowners Josh and Nadine with
Simply Automated owner Larry Druet.

250.479.7877

simplyautomated.com
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ADD VALUE TO YOUR HOME

Downey Residence, Point-No-Point, BC

Perfectly Traditional
Perfectly Modern
INTERIOR DESIGN
TAILORED FURNITURE
FARROW & BALL FINE PAINT

"We live in a
designed world.
The question is:
will this be a design
for a sustainable
new world that we
can safely hand
down to our
children?
Design goes beyond
the way things look
to the way things
work. We found
hundreds of
examples where
designers were
effecting positive
change in the
world."
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tidal estuary, where the fresh water from Millstream Creek
meets sea water from the Esquimalt Lagoon. The delicate
eco-system provides a rich sanctuary for migratory birds,
which drew the Erors to buy here. On this day we see blue
herons, a kingfisher, Canada geese and ducks, but swans
have been spotted too. “We love the view,” says Nadine.
“We’ve seen birds we didn’t know existed on the island.”
Chris Walker, of Christopher Developments, designed and
built the house, and calls it West Coast contemporary. It is
clad in cedar, with revolutionary LED pot lighting, in-floor
radiant heat and tall windows that bring the outdoors in.
It has a low profile on the street where a water feature with
a bridge “required some head-scratching” to make work,
says Walker. Walker says his favourite design element is in
the living room, where a wall of windows surrounds a

double-sided gas fireplace. On
either side of the fireplace are
surrounds the living
custom-made pivot doors that
room’s double-sided
swing open to an outdoor patio
fireplace, while
with a view of the estuary. This
custom-made pivot
room creates an overwhelming
doors swing open
desire to don silk, mix a martini
to a patio with
and dance through the doors onto
a star-lit patio and listen to the night
estuary views.
birds call. “The key,” Walker says,
“is to try to make it look simple.”
The house won the 2009 Construction Achievements and
Renovations of Excellence (CARE) award for Best Interior
Design, Residential on Vancouver Island. The award is
shared jointly by Christopher Developments and Zebra
a wall of windows

5 x 8 $1195
8 x 11 $2390

www.furniturebyalexandria.com
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Love Good Food.
the g-roc (recycled glass and
concrete) kitchen counter is a bold
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Interiors, both Victoria-based.
Designer Lorin Turner says Josh and
Nadine were dream clients because
they were wide open to new ideas.
“Usually clients come armed with
pictures,” she says. “They were very
trusting, bless their hearts.” Turner’s
favourite design element is the G-Roc
kitchen counter by Szolyd, made of 85
per cent recycled products, which
involved mixing glass into concrete
and then pouring it into a mould. The
counter weighs nearly one metric ton.
An engineer had to certify that the
house could hold the weight and 10
men carried it in. Turner was not
there that day. “There are some things
you don’t want to see,” she says.
The same material is used for the
bathroom counters. The master

exclusively at
VICTORIA SPECIALITY HARDWARE LTD.
1990 Oak Bay Avenue, Victoria
250-598-2966 | 1-888-274-6779
email: vsh@shaw.ca | www.vshl.ca
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courTesy of wesTern living

statement of form and function.

The fir cabinetry adds
a warming contrast
to the contemporary
design of the
bathroom.

bathroom has an open Jacuzzi-style
tub, a glass-enclosed shower,
his-and-hers sinks and custom tiling.
A bathroom big enough for furniture
is more than suitable for most
women, but Josh says his favourite
bathroom is the one on the lower
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